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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the theory of ordered topological algebras a basic notion is that of the 
positive spectrum (i.e., the (topological) space of nonzero positive continuous 
(complex) homomorphisms) [8]. On the other hand, several aspects con- 
cerning the usual spectrum [I] of topological tensor product algebras (cf. 
[l-3] and the related references) in connexion with some results on ordered 
(topological) tensor products [6, 91 motivate the consideration of the positive 
spectrum of ordered topological tensor product algebras (cf. [S, lo]). 
In the present paper we are interested in the generalized positive spectrum 
of a preordered topological algebra (i.e., the (topological) space of positive 
continuous @)-invertible (algebra) homomorphisms; cf. Section 3 below). 
This notion, however, is an extension of that of the positive spectrum [8]. In 
this respect, we are concerned with a representation of the generalized 
positive spectrum of a preordered topological algebra, which is a (finite) 
tensor product of preordered topological algebras, carrying a kind of a compa- 
tible ordertopological structure, in terms of the spectra of the factor algebras 
(cf. Definition 3.1 and Theorem 3.1 below). On the other hand, by using 
several aspects contained in [4] and [9] we also consider a (compatible) order- 
topological structure on an infinite tensor product algebra provided by that 
of the factor algebras (cf. Section 4). Thus, we prove that the generalized 
positive spectrum of such an algebra is homeomorphic to the product space 
of the (generalized positive) spectra of the factor algebras (cf. Theorem 4.1 
below). 
Furthermore, by considering preordered completed topological tensor 
product algebras, we still assume local equicontinuity [8] for the generalized 
positive spectrum (cf. also Proposition 3.1 below). However, analogous 
representations of the generalized positive spectrum (for particular classes 
of preordered completed topological (tensor product) algebras) are also given 
(cf. Theorems 3.2 and 4.2 below). Moreover, the results of this paper con- 
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stitute an extended form of the previous results contained in [S] and [lo], 
respectively. Finally, further information concerning certain more general 
cases of this point of view can also be found in [ll]. 
2. Pmmmmms 0~ PREORDERED TOPOLOGICAL ALGEBRAS 
The (linear associative) algebras considered here are always commutative 
and over the field of real numbers. The topological spaces involved are 
supposed to be Hausdorff unless otherwise indicated. 
For details concerning the notions and terminology applied in the sequel 
we refer to [2, S-101. 
Now, by a preordered (resp. ordered) algebra we mean an algebra E, 
equipped with an m-cone (idempotent (convex) cone; resp. proper m-cone) K 
on it [9]. In the sequel, if a preordered algebra has an identity element, then 
this is always assumed to be positive. Moreover, in case the algebras E, F 
(or Ei considered as a member of a family (EJier) are regarded as 
preordered, then we denote by K, P ( or KJ the respective (positive) 
m-cones unless otherwise indicated. 
Thereafter, by a topological (resp. locally convex) algebra we mean an 
algebra E, equipped with a Hausdorff topology such that the underlying 
vector space E is a topological (resp. locally convex) vector space and the 
multiplication in E is separately continuous (considered as a bilinear map of 
E x E into E). A particular case of locally convex algebras are the locally 
m-convex ones [5]. Such an algebra is a (locally convex) algebra with (jointly) 
continuous multiplication. 
Furthermore, by a preordered (resp. ordered) topological algebra we mean a 
preordered (resp. ordered) algebra E, equipped with a topology making it a 
topological algebra. 
Now, let E be a preordered topological algebra. Then the completion l? 
of the (underlying) topological (vector) space E is assumed always in the 
sequel to be preordered by the cone R (closed hull of K in e). In general, 
e is not a preordered topological algebra. In the following, we are mainly 
interested in preordered topological algebras E such that ,!? is an algebra of 
the same kind. This is the case, however, for preordered topological algebras 
with (jointly) continuous multiplication. 
Finally, let E, F be preordered algebras and let E @F be the corresponding 
tensor product algebra. Then the projective cone K, = c(K @ P) (the conical 
hull of K @ P [6]) is an m-cone on E @F [9, Section 51. The preordered 
algebra E @F thus obtained is denoted by E 0, F. On the other hand, we 
are concerned in the sequel with compatible m-cones C on E @F in the 
sense K, L C [6]. The preordered algebra E @F thus obtained is also denoted 
byE@,F. 
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3. GENERALIZED POSITIVE SPECTRUM 
OF A PREORDERED TOPOLOGICAL (FINITE) TENSOR PRODUCT ALGEBRA 
In this Section we are concerned with the definition of the generalized 
positive spectrum of a preordered topological algebra and with a representa- 
tion of the generalized positive spectrum of a preordered topological (finite) 
tensor product algebra, in terms of the spectra of the factor algebras. 
Let E, G be preordered topological algebras and let L,(E, G) be the space 
of continuous linear maps of E into G, equipped with the topology of simple 
convergence in E. Now, an (algebra) homomorphism h of E into G is called 
positive if h(K) g D, where D denotes the (positive) cone of G. In particular, 
a complex homomorphism h of E is positive if h(K) & [0, + co). Suppose 
now that G has a (positive) identity element. Then an (algebra) homomor- 
phism h of E into G is said to be (p)- invertible (abbreviation of invertible at 
a point) if for some x E E there exists the inverse of h(x) in G. However, if, 
in addition, E has also a (positive) identity element, then h is @)-invertible 
if and only if h is identity preserving. Moreover, if G is a (preordered topo- 
logical) division algebra, then h is @)-invertible if and only if h is nontrivial. 
Now, by the generalized positive spectrum of E (for G given), denoted by 
A’p(E, G), we mean the set of positive continuous @)-invertible (algebra) 
homomorphisms of E into G, equipped with the topology induced on it by 
L,(E, G). This situation, however, yields a direct extension of the notion of 
the usual positive spectrum [8]. 
In the sequel, we denote by G a preordered locally convex (topological) 
algebra with continuous multiplication and a positive identity element unless 
otherwise indicated. 
Now, let E, F be preordered topological algebras and letf E diQ(E, G) and 
g EJA!P(F, G). Then, the map f  x g : E x F w G, defined by the relation 
(x, Y) * ( f  x d (XT Y) = f(4 i?(Y) (3.1) 
is obviously a continuous bilinear map. Thus, there exists the corresponding 
tensor product (linear) map f @g, which is an (algebra) homomorphism, 
because G is commutative. 
Now, we give the following. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let E, F be preordered topological algebras. Then, by a 
compatible (to)-pair (abbreviation of tensorial topological order pair) on the 
corresponding tensor product algebra E OF, we mean a pair (C, r) consisting 
of an m-cone C on E @ F and a (Hausdorff) topology 7 on E OF, making it a 
topological algebra, (notation E &F), such that the following conditions 
are satisfied: 
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(a) The canonical bilinear map of E x F into E c&,F is positive and 
separately continuous. 
(b) For every preordered locally convex (topological) algebra G with a 
(positive) identity element and for any f E -A+‘(& G) and g E ,@(F, G), 
f 0 g E JWE OTC F, (3. 
The algebra E @&F given by the preceding definition will be referred to 
in the sequel as the corresponding (to the data of Definition 3.1 above) pre- 
ordered topological tensor product algebra. In this case, we also speak for a 
compatible topology Q- on E &F. On the other hand, the completion 
E &F of E @T F, preordered by the closed hull C of C in E B7, F is also 
denoted by E &c F. 
Now, concerning the preceding definition we remark the following: In 
case, E, F are (preordered) locally convex algebras, the pair (K, , rr) consisting 
of the corresponding projective m-cone K, on E @F and the projective 
tensorial topology n on E OF, is a compatible (to)-pair on E @F [l, p. 176, 
Proposition 3.2; 7, p. 93, 6.21. On the other hand, compatible (to)-pairs may 
be obtained by means of the respective order topologies [7] (cf. also [8] for 
details). 
Now, we are in a position to state the main result of this Section, which 
extends it to the case under consideration [8, Theorem 3.11. 
THEOREM 3.1, Let E, F be preordered topological algebras with positive 
identity elements and let G be a preordered locally convex (topological) algebra 
with continuous multiplication and a (positive) identity element. Consider, 
moreover, the corresponding preordered topological tensor product algebra 
E OTC F (Definition 3.1) and the generalized positive spectra A@(E, G), 
A@(F, G) and Ap(E OTC F, G) (for G given) of the algebras involved. Then, 
4’~ (E OF, Gj = J&‘~(E, G) x A”(F, G) 
7C 
within a homeomorphism of the respective topological spaces. 
Proof. First, we consider the map 
u: JD’(E, G) x A’p(F, G) M A@’ (E OF, G) , 
7C 
defined by the relation 
(f,g)-4f7d =f 08. (3.2) 
Now, let h be an element of Ap(E &F, G). Then by the hypothesis for h 
(cf. Definition 3.1(a)), the relations 
f(x) = h(x @ l), x E E and g(y) = 41 0~1, Y EF (3.3) 
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(with 1 standing for the identity element in E, F, respectively) define f and g 
as elements of JP(E, G) and ,Xp(F, G), respectively, so that u is an onto 
map. On the other hand, let us suppose that u( f,g) = u( fi ,gr), that is 
f Og =fi @a. Then, 
f(x) = (f Og) (x 0 1) = (fi Og,) (x 0 1) =f1(4 ZCCZE 
and, similarly, g(y) = g,(y), y E F, so that zc is injective. Thus, u is a bijective 
map. Now, concerning the bicontinuity of u, we apply, with the obvious 
modifications for the case under consideration, the proof given in [I, p. 178, 
Theorem 4.11, and the assertion is proved. 
Now, we are especially interested in compatible (to)-pairs (C, T) on E @F 
(Definition 3.1) such that the following condition is also satisfied: 
For any equicontinuous subsets A 5 k’fl(E, G) and B & &P(F, G), 
A @ B is an equicontinuous subset of JP(E &-F, G). (This obviously 
implies condition (b) of Definition 3.1, in case of (Z&, , n).) (3.4) 
In particular, suppose that E and F are preordered locally convex algebras 
and let 7 = v be the projective tensorial topology on E OF. Then, the pair 
(K, ,1~), besides the conditions of Definition 3.1, satisfies also condition (3.4) 
above. Indeed, for any f  E &*(E, G) and g E kP(F, G), the map 
f  xg:E xFttG,definedby(3.1),’ b 1s o viously a continuous bilinear map. 
Moreover, A x B is an equicontinuous subset of B(E,F; G), the space of 
continuous bilinear maps of E x F into G, so that (3.4) is now obtained by 
[7, p. 93, 6.21. 
Furthermore, the local equicontinuity of the generalized positive spectrum 
is needed for the sequel. Thus, let E be a preordered topological algebra. Then, 
we say that E has a locally equicontinuous generalized positive spectrum 
&P(E, G) (for G given) if for every element f  of JP(E, G) there exists a 
neighborhood U off in &P(E, G), with respect to the relative topology of 
L,(E, G), such that U is an equicontinuous subset of JP’(E, G) [8]. On the 
other hand, further information concerning relations between local equi- 
continuity and local compactness for the generalized positive spectrum can 
also be found in [I 11. 
Now, concerning the local equicontinuity of the generalized positive 
spectrum of a preordered topological (finite) tensor product algebra, we have 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let E, F and G be preordered topological algebras satis- 
fying the conditions of Theorem 3.1 above and let E &F be the corresponding 
preordered topological tensor product algebra (Definition 3.1) such that con- 
dition (3.4) is also satisfied. Then, the generalized positive spectrum 
&P(E &F, G) is locally equicontinuous if and only if this is the case for the 
spectra &‘p(E, G) and &‘*(F, G), respectively. 
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Proof, Suppose that k?“(E $&.F, G) 1 is ocdlly equicontinuous and let 
fi be an element of &fl(E, G). Consider, moreover, g1 E .Mn(F, G) and y  E F 
such that there exists the inverse b of g,(y) in G. Thus, if N is a neighborhood 
of 0 in G, then there is a neighborhood Nr of 0 in G with 6N, & N. On the 
other hand, by Theorem 3.1, there exists an equicontinuous neighborhood 
U @ V of fr @g, in k!‘p(E @&F, G) with U, I’ neighborhoods of fi , g, 
in A’n(E, G), &‘p(F, G), respectively. Therefore, by condition (a) of Defini- 
tion 3.1, there is a neighborhood W of 0 in E such that 
for every f E U and x E W, i.e., f(x) EN for every f E li and x E W, which 
proves the equicontinuity of U. A similar argument can be provided for J’. 
The converse implication is now obtained easily by Theorem 3.1, and the 
proof is finished. 
However, the arguments of the preceding proposition yield an extension 
of [4, Lemma 3.11 (cf. also [3, p. 103, Proposition 2.11). 
Now, by a specialization of [4, Lemma 3.21, we have the following lemma, 
which is needed for the sequel (cf. also [3, p. 102, Lemma 2.1; 8, Lemma 3.11). 
LEMMA 3.1. Let E, G be preordered locally convex (topological) algebras 
such that the corresponding generalized positive spectrum A?p(E, G) is locally 
equicontinuous. Suppose, moreover, that the completion 2 is a preordered (com- 
plete) locally convex algebra such that .A!+!?, G) = AP(E, G) (within a 
brjection). Then, tlze last relation holds also true within a homeomorphism of the 
respective topological spaces. 
Let E be a preordered locally convex algebra with continuous multiplica- 
tion. Suppose, moreover, that G is complete with its closed (positive) m-cone. 
Then, as is easily verified, there exists a bijection between &p(I?, G) and 
&p(E, G). Therefore, by Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.1 we now obtain the 
following: 
THEOREM 3.2. Let E, F and G be preordered locally convex (topological) 
algebras all having positive identity elements and continuous multiplication and 
let G be complete with its closed (positive) m-cone. Moreover, suppose that for the 
corresponding preordered topological tensor product algebra E &F (Definition 
3.1), condition (3.4) is also satisjied. Finally, suppose that the generalized positive 
spectra .A+(E, G) and A*(F, G) are locally equicontinuous (cf. also Proposition 
3.1). Then, 
ut%‘P (E @F, G) = .A?P(E, G) x A’p(F, G) 
TC 
within a homeomorphism of the topological spaces involved. 
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4. THE GENERALIZED POSITIVE SPECTRUM 
OF A PREORDERED TOPOLOGICAL INFINITE TENSOR PRODUCT ALGEBRA 
In this Section we shall mainly use the terminology and some basic results 
of [2 and 93. 
The following theorems extend to the case of preordered topological infinite 
tensor product algebra Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 above. 
Let (Em ,f&J be an inductive @)-system (with respect to 1) of preordered 
locally convex algebras (i.e., an inductive system of topological algebras [2] 
with each (algebra) homomorphism fan , c1 .< /3 positive [9]) and let 
E = h(E, , fan) be the corresponding inductive limit preordered locally 
convex (topological) algebra (preordered by the m-cone b(K, , fBa) [9]). 
Consider, moreover, the generalized positive spectra Ap(E, G) and 
J&‘“(E~ , G), cy ~1, and suppose that the following conditions are satisfied: 
For every 01, fi ~1 with OL < p and for every h E .A’P(Ee , G), h 0 fae is 
($)-invertible. (4.1) 
For every (Y E I and h E .I*(E, G), h 0 fa is @)-invertible. (4.2) 
Then, by [9, p. 17, Proposition 4.21, one obtains 
A@‘( E, G) = lim J?‘“(E~ , G) (4.3) 
within a homeomorphism. 
We remark that the preceding conditions (4.1) and (4.2) are also necessary 
for (4.3) to hold. In particular, they are fulfilled if the algebras considered 
have positive identity elements and the (algebra) homomorphisms are 
identity preserving. However, this meets the situation one has in the case of 
an infinite tensor product algebra defined below. 
Moreover, if the algebras E, , 01 E I considered above are locally m-convex, 
then we define as the inductive limit topology on E = l& E, the strongest 
locally m-convex topology on it for which the canonical maps (homomor- 
phisms) fa , 01~1, are continuous [2]. 
Now, the following proposition, which constitutes an extended form of 
[9, p. 19, Proposition 4.41 (cf. also [3, p. 105, Proposition 3.1]), is needed 
for the sequel. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let E be a preordered locally m-convex algebra, inductive 
limit of an inductive (p)-system (EN , faa) (with respect to I) of preordered locally 
m-convex algebras such that condition (4.2) holds true. Suppose, moreover, that 
each of the algebras E, , 01 E I has a locally equicontinuous generalized positive 
spectrum A+‘(E, , G), 01 E I such that, for all except a finite many of indices 
01 E I, the corresponding algebras have an equicontinuous generalized positive 
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spectrum. Then, the generalized positive spectrum ,O(E, G) of I:’ is locally 
equicontinuous. 
Proof. First, we consider the map g, = ‘f& / &‘~‘(E, G), a ~1, where j; 
is the canonical map (algebra homomorphism) of & into E. On the other 
hand, by (4.2), each map g, , o( EZ maps AD(E, G) into ,atg(Z$ , G). 
Now, let h E A’“(E, G) and let U, be an equicontinuous neighborhood of 
h, = g,(h) = h of, in J@(E~ , G). Then, V = njEJgS1( U,), where J the 
finite subset of Z considered in the hypothesis, is a neighborhood of h in 
.&‘(E, G) and equicontinuous, the assertion being concluded by standard 
arguments (cf. [8, p. 19, Proposition 4.4; also 3, p. 105, Proposition 3.11 for 
details). 
Now, let (E& be an (arbitrary) family of preordered locally convex 
algebras with positive indentity elements (e, , i EZ). In the sequel, we denote 
by J the set of finite subsets of 1. Thus, for each OL E /, the tensor product 
algebra E, = gifa Ei , which is equipped with the corresponding projective 
m-cone Ksa = c(&~ Ki) (S ec ion t 2) and the projective tensorial topology 
n- and which (algebra) being invariant (within a (topological algebra) 
o!iHomorphism) with respect to the elements of the set aut(ol) [lo, Section 51, 
is referred to as the preordered locally convex (topological) projective (finite) 
tensor product algebra, corresponding to the family (E&,, . In this case, 
however, Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 hold. Now, for any 01, /3 E J with oc < /3 the 
mapA% : E, H EB , defined by the relation 
pi~fo.K3%)=@Yi> (4.4) 
iQ is0 
with yi = xi for every i E 01 and yi = e, for every i E /3 - 01, is, as is easily 
verified, a (topological algebra) o-isomorphism of E, into EB [2, p. 2161. 
Moreover, the system (E, ,faJ is an inductive @)-system (with respect to J) 
of preordered locally convex algebras [2, Proposition 4.1; 10, Section 51. Now, 
the preordered locally convex algebra h(Ery ,faJ [lo, Section 31 is called 
the preordered locally convex (topological) projective infinite tensor product 
algebra corresponding to the family (E&, , denoted also by &, Ei . That 
is, we have oisl Ei = lir~(&~ Ei). In particular, if the algebras Ei , i E Z 
considered are locally m-convex, then for the preordered locally m-convex 
algebra 6& Ei , we have 
@ Ei = & (0 Ei) = I& (@ Ei) 
iSI 2E.s iEa 
(4.5) 
within a (topological algebra) o-isomorphism [lo, p. 15, relation (3.2)]. 
Now, we are in a position to state the main result of this Section. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let (E&, be a family of preordered locally convex (topo- 
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logical) algebras with positive identity elements, let E = &t Ei be the corres- 
ponding preordered locally convex (topological) projecti,ve infinite tensor product 
algebra and let G be a preordered locally convex (topological) algebra with a 
positive identity element and continuous multiplication. Then, 
A*(E, G) = A%!” (0 Ei , G) = n A!“( Ei , G) 
&I is1 
within a homeomorphism for the respective topological spaces. 
Proof. By the definition of E, one has E = lim E, = I&(&, Ei), OL E J. 
Hence, by (4.3), .Xp(E, G) = lim A9(Eol , G) (within a homeomorphism). On 
the other hand, by Theorem 3.1, 
.A’g(E, , G) = A?‘* (0 Ei , G) = n A+‘(Ei , G) 
iea is0 
(within a homeomorphism). Thus, by the fact that 
i A*(Ei t G) = lim (jJ A*(Ei 7 G)) 
isa 
[l, p. 218, footnote I], we finally have 
A”(E, G) = n A’“(Ei ) G) 
iOI 
within a homeomorphism, which proves the assertion. 
In particular, we obtain the following. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let (Ei)iEI be a family of p reordered locally m-convex (topo- 
logical) algebras each having a positive identity element, let E = oiol Ei be the 
corresponding preordered locally m-convex (topological) projective infinite tensor 
product algebra and let G be a complete locally convex (topological) algebra with 
continuous multiplication, preordered by a closed m-cone and having a positive 
identity element. Suppose, moreover, that each algebra Ei (i E I) has a locally 
equicontinuous generalized positive spectrum such that for all but finite many i’s, 
the corresponding algebras have an equicontinuous generalized positive spectrum. 
Then, 
A*(& G) = Aif*, (2 Ei , G) = A@‘* (& (2 Ei) , G) = ; k+‘(Ei , G) 
within a homeomorphism of the topological spaces involved. 
Proof. First, by hypothesis for E, G, A?‘P(e, G) = A’p(E, G) (within a 
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bijection). On the other hand, by Proposition 4.1 and Lemma 3. I, one has 
At’@‘, G) = A”“(E, G) ( WI ‘th’ m a homeomorphism), so that the assertion 
is now reduced to that of Theorem 4.1, and the proof is finished. 
Finally, let us notice that the results of this paper are extended in [I 11 to 
the case of (preordered not necessarily commutative) algebras with (jointly) 
continuous multiplication. 
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